
  CHIARA BUGGIANI
Illustrator

Location: Italy > Veneto > Verona

Website: https://chiarabuggiani.wixsite.com/chiarabuggiani

Employer: Illustratore

Showcase description

I am an illustrator, I love to show you emotions and feelings and I do it using traditional techniques and I'm also going digital. After my
artistic training I practiced for twenty years the profession of Interior designer and furniture illustrator, rediscovering myself and a trait in
search of new expressive areas and it is with the research itself and a deep passion for drawing that all are applied illustration of
feelings and eros. It is on a card that my creativity brings together mind and heart and through my hands I express emotions. Drawing,
illustrating and painting to bring to light traces of soul. I do what I love most, I communicate with my images, feelings, ideas and
passions. I realize all this in a collection of expressions that I have called "Red passions from head to legs" through the representation
of red-haired girls expressing all my creativity. My drawings are inspired by a female universe explicitly linked to eros. I would like to
celebrate pleasure and eroticism, far from any censorship. I did not choose anonymity as many artists because I openly believe that the
pleasure linked to eros has a very great and vital value in life. I look for traces of soul and the expression in my drawings, through my
marked features and bright colors like passions and the detail that must be taken care of as cured and sorted go to the feelings, the
desires, the choices. The color pervades my soul and my mind allowing me to grasp the infinite nuances of the playful aspect of
pleasure and the wonderful world of eros. My red girls are in my mind. I tell their story by drawing them on paper. They often come from
readings, music, perfumes, memories and much more. So ... I make them visible to everyone. Ridiculous, mischievous, casual, free,
sensual, colorful, romantic, erotic, happy or not ... but always very sweet and sincere. Il mio sito:
https://chiarabuggiani.wixsite.com/chiarabuggiani La mia mail: traccedanima@gmail.com Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/chiara.buggiani/ Fb: www.facebook.com/chiarabuggianitraccedanima
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